
Nautical November
with A&K



Immerse yourself in Portuguese culture with the historic ruins of the Belem tower &
wander amid the winding colourful streets of the Old Town. Embrace Lisbon’s artistic

scene, visiting the National Tile Museum (known locally as azulejo), experience a private
workshop in tile art & the ceramic patterns adorning building facades of the city. Delight

in Lisbon’s seafood cuisine with its abundance of fine dining restaurants, savour the
sweet indulgence of pasteis de nata (Portuguese custard tarts) and venture to the Tagus

estuary for a sunset cruise with tastings of Portuguese wine on board. 

LISBON



DubROVNIK

Discover Dubrovnik with a walking tour of the city walls circling the Old Town, take a
wine tour sampling varieties of Dalmatian rare reds & enjoy a unique oyster tasting on

the private island of Ston. Relax in the Winter sunshine on the protected bay of
Miramere beach or explore turquoise waters with a private kayaking tour of nearby
Elaphite Islands. Follow in the footsteps of Games of Thrones as Dubrovnik sets the

backdrop for the series, taking a filming location tour of the scenic beauty within the city. 
 



Ideal for Winter escapism, Nice offers a perfect mix of French & Italian culture with
architectural influences & gastronomic flavours from French classic specialities to Italian

gelato. Experience the picturesque Old Town with its noble palaces and grandeur of
Nice Cathedral. Stroll along the beachfront of Promenade des Anglais, setting the

scene for a half-day private yachting excursion to Monaco or to enjoy a leisurely boat
trip along the Cote D'Azur of the French Riviera.

NICE



Explore contemporary art within the Basque Country & admire the modern avant-
garde architecture of the impressive Guggenheim Museum.  Bustling Bilbao offers an

exciting dining scene with Michelin-starred restaurants & lively pintxo bars, all with
unique takes on Basque cuisine. Take a wine tour in Rioja or experience the

extraordinary with a visit to the first underwater wine cellar in the world.

BilBAO



A&K Europe is here to support you and will be delighted to assist with any
queries about Lisbon, Dubrovnik, Nice or Bilbao & other destinations in Europe.

agencysales@europe.abercrombiekent.com

+44 1242 547900

+1 844 304 6779 (toll-free)

Please do not hesitate to get in touch at:


